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Abstract :
We report the first observation of the decay KL —* TT°77 where 21 events have been found

with an expected background of 1.5 ±0.9. The corresponding branching ratio for decays with
an invariant mass m77 above 280 MeV is (2.1 ± 0.6) X 10~6. Implications of this result on
the CP conserving contribution to KL -* 7r°e+e~ have been studied. The observation of 2
events of the decay KL —* e+e~e+e~ mode with a negligible background is also reported. A
branching ratio of (4 ± 3) x 10~8 has been derived, consistent with theoretical prediction.



Introduction :

Rare decay kaon physics can provide important information on CP violation and good
tests of the standard model or constraints on new models. After about 10 years without an
observation of a new kaon decay mode, none the less with a significant increase sensitivity to
several forbidden modes, three kaon decay modes have recently been observed. Two of them
have been discovered within the large amount of data accumulated by the NA31 experiment.
After a short description of the data taking and of the apparatus, the two analyses will be
presented.

1. Experimental set up and data taking

Data have been taken in 19S6 and 1988 at the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron in order
to measure the direct CP violation parameter %- through the comparison of KL al 'd A'5
decay rates in 7r°7r° and Tr+ TV~ . The trigger used was general enough so that interesting rare
KL decay modes were written to tape.

The beam and detector have been described in details in reference 1. We only summarize
the needed characteristics for our analysis :

- a Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) with a readout in x and y projections to measure pho-
tons and electrons with ±0.5 mm position and 7.5%/\/EceV energy resolution. Clusters
separated by distance greater than 1.5 cm in projection are resolved,

- four ring-shaped anticounters to veto events with large angle photons that miss the
calorimeter and scintillator hodoscopes used at trigger level,

- two wire chambers spaced by 25 m and in front of LAC,

- hadronic calorimeter used as a veto for events with hadrons.

2. A'f —> - 0 - - analysis

a. Motivations

The measurement of the KL —> TO77 decay mode has two main reasons to be of interest.

First as QCD perturbative calculations cannot be used to describe Kaon decays, others
theoretical approaches must be used. Both chiral perturbation theory at order 0{p'x) and
semi-empirical models that involve TT+-K~ intermediate states in addition to the -° predict

f2l

a branching ratio around 7 x 10~7. Moreover these calculations result in a distinctive
spectrum of the invariant mass of the two photons m-,-, which extends from 2mT to the
kincmatiral limit. More recently authors have thought that diagrams which involve vector
nu-son exchange could be dominant and would populate the Tn11 spectrum below 2m-. These
diagrams and others were included in chiral perturbation theory using a free parameter n,..
where m-n spectrum varies strongly with av.

The second interest comes from the fact that the decay KL -» ~°f~f can serve as CP
conserving intermediate state that might dominate the direct CP violating contributions to
the decay KL -> 7T°e+e-. This last contribution is estimated around 10~n - 1(T1-.W A
measurement of a,, is needed because the CP conserving contribution might be of the order



of 10~u for large values of \av\ and then extracting the direct CP violating contribution

would be difficult.

b. Event selection and analysis

The data have been taken in 1986 and 1988. A neutral trigger required a minimum total
energy of 35 GuI' and at least 2 and at most 4 energy clusters in each projection in the
LAC. Events with photons and muons detected by the anticounters were rejected on line.
For pure electromagnetic final states, some cuts were applied on line on the decay position
under the assumption that the four showers reconstruct the nominal A'0 mass. The data were
reconstructed using the same program as used for the KL —* T0W0 —* 47 analysis. First stage
of cuts demands the following requirements :

• ) Exactly 4 electromagnetic showers with an energy between 5 and 100 GeV. Each shower
should have a distance of more than 16 cm from the beam axis and is more than 2.5 cm
from the borderlines. All showers are separated by at least 5 cm in x and y projections.

• ) Total energy of the four showers between 60 and 170 GeV,

• ) No spacepoints in the upstream wire chamber and no more than one in the downstream
wire chamber to allow for backsplash,

• ) Centre of gravity of the 4 shower energies is within the beam area of 5 cm radius at
the electromagnetic calorimeter. This requirement reject events with a large missing
transverse momentum.

Then, assuming the A*0 mass for the four showers, the reconstructed longitudinal position of
the vertex, ZK-, is determined. Events from A'0 decays with undetected particles have ZK
shifted from the true decay position towards the calorimeter. For this reason we have required
Z/v- to lie in the first 20 meters downstream the final collimator. The four showers are thru
grouped into two pairs. The pair which gives the closest invariant mass of two showers near
the TT0 is kept. The TT0-/'/ candidates are required to have one pair of showers, labelled 7ict-,j,
with invariant mass m12 between 125 and 145 MeV. The invariant mass of the other pair
of photons, 7aet74, is called m3i. In order to reduce background from A't —* 7r°7r°, events
with any of the three combinations of four showers into 2 pairs yielding both 77 mass in the
interval from 100 MeV to 170 MeV are rejected. Because of this cut no event with invariant
mass m3i in this interval remains.

There are 2174 events that survive the previous cuts. In fact theses events are mostly
A /, —• 3T7° decays which occurs with a decay rate at least 105 times larger than the mode
A/. —• ""77. Indeed At —+ 3ff° events can be detected with only four showers if some
photims missed the calorimeter or some photons are reconstructed as one shower. To study
this important background, a sample of A't —» 37T° decays equivalent to a A't Hux of 3 x 1US

was generated in the region from 30 meters upstream of the final collimator to 20 meters
downstream. Detector response was simulated and the events were reconstructed in the same
way as the A't -+ ^0 77 candidates. After having applied the above cuts on our Monte Carlo
sample, the remaining events show the following characteristics :

- The more important part of background events comes from decays upstream the final



collimator as shown by the vertex distribution of the figure 1.

- The majority of these events have 271S that missed the calorimeter. The shift of Z^ with
respect to the true vertex is always greater than 7.5 m,

- The other part results from events with one photon missing and two photons overlapping
as one shower. The shift of ZK is also greater than 7.5 m. Moreover the overlapping
reconstructed showers will tend to be broader than isolated showers.

- About one per mille arises when 6 photons hit the calorimeter but are detected as 4
showers because of overlapping.

From this study of Monte Carlo events a new set of cuts was derived. The first two
requirements use shower parameters to reject events with overlapping showers. Overlapping
showers often have a width which is larger than that of clusters from a single photon. A
cluster width is defined to be the rms width of the energy distribution of the five central
«trips in a projection of the LAC. A cut at 1.10 cm is applied which removes ID.G % of
the -°-° events and 41.5 % of the Tr°77 candidates. A second possibility of overlapping
occurs due to the readout of the calorimeter. Indeed one photon can overlap a second in x
projection and a third in y projection. Then the energy deposited in the 2 projections for
the two resulting showers are unequal. To reject theses configurations, the energy asymmetry
-"*• = (Ei + Ey)/y/(Ex + Ey) is required to be within about 3 standard deviations of zero for
showers with energy above 20 GeV.
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Fig. 1 : Vertex distribution for KL -~ Tr0Ir0IT0

At this level of the analysis we have still 1131 candidates. In fact the agreement of the

v.-itcx distribution of these candidates and 3TT0 Monte Carlo clearly shows that our sample

1- .-,nil dominated by 3TT0 background. To remove most of the remaining background, we now

u.-.- .some kinematical cuts. This background can be divided into the 3 following categories :

:i) two photons miss the calorimeter,

b) <,ne pair of showers result from the same TT0 and the two other showers results from 3
I



c) four photons from two 7r°'s are seen as three showers and the third 77° gives one photon

detected.

In each case one or two pairs of photons are compatible with one or two -Q's that conic
from a 3'° decay region upstream of ZK- Assuming the IT0 mass, one can estimate the true
KL decay position. We define as expected vertex region for 3îr° background the zone vd.ich
starts 15 m upstream the final collimator and ends 7.5 m upstream of ZK-

For categories a) and b), 7r°77 candidates are rejected if any of the five pairs of showers,
except -,r,2, yields a decay position in the 3TT0 expected decay region. The decay position
among the five combinations that is closest to, but less than ZK — 7-5 m is called Zn.

To reject category c), we attempt, by splitting the energy of one shower, to reconstruct
the common decay position of two 7r°'s. Assuming Z = 0 for the final collimator position,
this decay position is :

1
Z = 124 m -

^ +

In this formula, 124 m is the distance between the final collimator and the electromagnetic
calorimeter, mv the 7r° mass, E^ and E3 the energies of the showers produced by single
photons, E-i is the energy of the shower resulting of the overlapping of 2 photons, and d\z(diz )
the distance between the shower of energy Ei(E3) and that with energy E2- If among the
twelve distinct triplets, one gives a decay position in the region described above the event is
rejected. The decay position of the combination closest to but upstream of ZK — 7.5 m is
railed Zn.^. Monte Carlo studies show that these two requirements reject more than 90.5%
i>f thi Ki —• 3TT° remaining background, but retain around 30 % of the Ki —» 7r°77 signal.

•-. Signal evidence and branching Ratio

After all the requirements above, there are 32 events that remain. Figure 2 shows the
mlz distribution : there is a clear clustering around the 7r° mass. We defined as signal region
the mass interval between 132.5 and 137.5 MeV, about 2.5 times the rms mass resolution :
21 events are in this region. To estimate the background, sidebands from 125 to 130 MeV
;md from 140 to 145 MeV are used. A linear interpolation of the sidebands yields a mean
background of 1.5 ±0.9 under the signal. No other alternative than Ki —• ̂ 0 7 7 signal could
explain this significant peak. We conclude that we have observed a signal of 19.5 ±4.7 events
from the decay Ki —* TT0^-J.

Figure 3 shows the m34 distribution for the signal events. Clear evidence of .signal at. high
m !i agree with chiral perturbation theory with little evidence of vector meson contribution.
In quantify we have compared the number of events at low mass with the total number.
Alter background subtraction and correction for acceptance variation with ' "n . the result

V(m3i < 100 MeV or 170 MeV < m34 < 240 MeV) o

T(In34KlOOMeV or 170 MeV <m34)
 l L



From this a limit on the av parameter is obtained : -0.3 < av < 0.5 at 90 % CL. This result
gives good confidence in that vector meson contribution is small. From this an upper limit,
of 1.1 x 1O~12 can be derived on the CP conserving contribution to KL —* 7r°e+e~ decay.
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Fig.2 : Invariant •/•/ mass m l 3 for TT -ff
candidates (solid) calculated background
Trom KL ^jr°3r°jr° (dashed)

Fig. 3 : Invariant 77 mass Tn34 for the signal region (solid)
and for sidebands in mu normalized to the signal inlertal.
(dashed). Black region is an insensitive signal region

Using the sample of 13.5±3.8 KL -* ir°-yj decays with m34 > 2SOiIZeV, a branching ratio

has been calculated. With nearly the same cuts as KL -» 7r°77 analysis, (1.4 ±0.1) x 10'

KL —» 7ro7T0 events, with an acceptance of 3.9 %, were found in our sample. Assuming chiral

perturbation theory, the ir°77 acceptance including all cuts is 1.6 %. From these numbers a

partial branching ratio is calculated :

T{K > 280 MeV)
T(KL -» all)

= (2.1±0.G) x 10"

This number is somewhat higher but not inconsistent with prediction of chiral perturbation
theory.

The E731 experiment has confirmed our result. Their sample presents also a peaking at
high mass in favor of chiral perturbation theory and their measured partial branching ratio
is (2.2 ± 0.7 ± 0.8) x 10-6 for m^ > 280 MeV.

3. Kr -* e+e-e+e-

a. Motivation

The A/, —* e+e~e+e~ double Dalitz decay proceeds via double internal conversion ot the
two virtual photons from the decay Ki —» 77. The branching ratio for KL —* c+c~( +t ~ is
expected to be around 3.5 x 1O~8. So far, the present upper limit is 2.6 x 10~°.

b. Event selection and analysis

The sample of data used was taken in 1988 and already used in the Ki -,c+e inea-

Miroment. After trigger and off line rejections 5 x 1O4 candidates remain. These events ha



4 tracks separated by at least 3 cm in each wirechamber, converging upstream of the detector
and each extrapolating to a separate electromagnetic shower in the LAC within 2 cm. Events
with additional showers are not accepted.

The transverse (x,y) and longitudinal z position of the decay vertex are reconstructed
from the four tracks by minimizing the following chi-square :

*= =

Xi and yi are the coordinates of track i at the vertex position z. (Ti is the resolution in the

transverse distance from track i to the vertex. Using the z position, the invariant mass of

the four showers is calculated. The resolution in the KL mass is better than 7 McV.

The events selected fullnlled the following requirements :

1 ) The total kaon energy must be between 50 and ISO GeV.

2 ) The decay vertex, z, must be in the interval from 0 to 50 m with respect with the final
collimator position.

3 ) Each shower must have energy between 3 and 100 GeV.

4 ) The centre gravity of the four showers must be within 7 cm from the beam axis.

5 ) The longitudinal development of each shower must be consistent with being an electron.
i.e at least 65 % of the total energy of the track must be deposited if the first 12 radiation
length of the LAC and energy in the hadronic calorimeter behind each shower must be
less 2 GeV.

G ) The invariant mass of the four showers must be between 4S4 and 512 McV.

7 ) The \ 2 for the reconstructed vertex must be less than 11 (95% CL).

S ) Transition Radiation Detector signals for each track must be consistent with an electron.

After cuts 1 to 5, seven events remain. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the \ ' versus
the invariant mass of the 4 showers.(3 events are not shown because they have a \" greater
than 200). The two events which pass all the eight cuts described are shown in solid circles.
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The estimate of the various background is summarized in the following table : ( ~°D{~{)
DD)

indicates a pion which de:ays into an -ye+e~ ( e + e~e + e~) final state).

Type of background

JV'L —• 7r° 7Tn Tn with 4 missing photons

Jv i —+ 7rO7ro7rnn with 4 missing photons

Ki —* K%iro
n with 2 missing photons

Ki —* 7T°7rnn with 2 missing photons

Ki —» TT+TT-Tr0-, with a missing photons and two

pions which appear like electrons

Two superimposed Ki —* ir^e^v decays

Numbers of events expected

< 2 x 1 0 ~ 3

< 1 x 10~3

< 2 x 10~3

< 1 x ICT4

< 2 x 1(T3

< 3 x 10--

From the table we conclude that we have observed two events characteristic of the decay
KL —> e+e~e+e~ with a negligible background.

c. Branching Ratio

Using the Ki —* -ye+e~ decays , the number of Ki which decayed in our fiducial zone
is 6.7 x 108. The acceptance computed from a Monte Carlo simulation is 7.S %. We derive a
brandling ratio for the Ki —* e+e~e+e~ of (4 ± 3) x 10~8. The result is in good agreement
with theoretical expectation.

Conclusion :

The observation of the Ki —• 7r°77 decay gives good indication on the validity of chiral
perturbation theory. Our measurement gives further confidence in the fact that CP conserv-
ing contribution to Ki —* 7r°e+e~ is smaller that direct CP violating. With the potential
background coming from recent observation of the decay mode Ki —* 77e*e~ , observing
the Ki —* 7r°e+e~ decay and isolating the direct CP violating contribution stvms to be a
challenge for the next generation of experiments. The observation of the KL —* c+e~c+e~ do-
cay has confirmed the values estimated from theoretical models based on the double internal
conversion of the decay Ki —> 77.

/ would like to thanks A. C. Schaffer for careful and critical reading of this text.
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